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independent psychic complexes, escaping the control of our
consciousness and appearing and disappearing according to
their own laws. From our waking experience we are convinced
that we produce our thoughts and that we can produce them
when we wish. We also think we know where our thoughts
come from, and why, and to what end we have them. If it
should happen that a thought takes possession of us against
our will, or if it unexpectedly disappears against our will, we
feel as if something exceptional or morbid had happened.
It seems as if the difference between the waking and the
sleeping states were extraordinary. In the waking state the
psyche is apparently controlled by our conscious motivation;
but in the sleeping state it seems to produce strange and
incomprehensible ideas which force themselves upon us,
sometimes quite against our intention.
The vision comes in much the same way as a dream, only
in the waking state. It enters consciousness along with
the perception of real objects, since it is an irruption of
unconscious ideas into the continuity of consciousness.
The same phenomenon takes place in mental disease.
The ear does not only seem to perceive the vibrations of
sound; it also seems to hear thoughts which are not the
immediate contents of the conscious mind.1 Besides the
judgments made by intellect and feeling, opinions and con-
victions arise, as though forcing themselves upon the indi-
vidual. These are apparently based upon perceptions ; but
in reality they are derived from unconscious ideas. They are
termed delusions.
These types of phenomena—dreams, waking visions and
mental disturbances—depend on the fact that the psyche
is not an indivisible unity, but a more or less divided totality.
Although the separate parts are connected with each other,
they are none the less relatively independent of each other.
This independence can be of such a degree that certain of the
1 There are also some exceptional cases where the voices repeat
aloud the conscious thoughts of the individual.

